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Today, as our community lives through this second year of COVID-19, Southern
Vancouver Island faces an extraordinary time. We have seen the devastating
toll on the most vulnerable in our own community. For some, recovery may be
on the horizon – but for those who were already living at the edge, it is likely
to remain out of reach.
There are many things that remain constant in spite of the pandemic: how we
care for one another, our strong sense of community pride, and our love for
everything local. Our donors, local businesses, government and the labour
sector all continue to step up and give generously to help others.
United Way Southern Vancouver Island (UWSVI) was here for Southern
Vancouver Island before COVID-19 and will continue to address the complex
needs in our community long into the future as we recover and rebuild:
uniting local people for local good.
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In our more than 80 years of helping the community,
the need for social services has never been greater:

6.2%

Current rate of
unemployment in
Greater Victoria,
up from 3.5%

44%

Pre-pandemic Greater
Victoria renter
households were
housing insecure
(spending more
than 30% of their
income on shelter costs)

46%

Vancouver Island
residents report their
mental health has
worsened
during the pandemic

5

#

Rent for a one-bedroom
suite in Victoria is
the 5th highest in
Canada at $1,570

50,000
Individuals living
in Greater Victoria
are food insecure,
including 27% who
are children

695

$

The average extra that
a family of four will need
to spend annually on
groceries in 2021 due to
rising food costs
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OUR ROLE

AS AN AGENT
OF positive
CHANGE
3.

UWSVI amplifies community impact to lead and
affect meaningful change in the charitable
sector through the following roles:

applying our local
knowledge and years
of expertise

Expert

Facilitator

inspiring, mobilizing
and activating a group,
project or initiative

initiating or accelerating
significant change
or action

Catalyst

Leader
bringing people together
to focus on and improve
a social issue

Convener

providing training,
instruction or education

Educator
investing in projects with
a particular purpose and
outcome

Funder

Advocate

making actions or
processes more
effective & efficient for
our partners

Connector
stepping up to provide
a voice in support of the
charitable sector and
of our neighbours who
need it most

linking together people,
agencies, labour and
businesses who share
common causes
and values

harnessing the collective
generosity of our region
to drive change

Fundraiser
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OUR

AREAS OF ACTION

Through the pandemic and into
the foreseeable future, UWSVI will
focus on four Areas of Action to
address the most pressing needs
in our region. Our priorities are:

ISOLATED SENIORS

FAMILIES IN NEED

helping connect isolated
seniors to healthy meals
and companionship

strengthening local
neighbourhood
resources for families

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

MENTAL HEALTH & ADDICTIONS

creating a strong, inclusive
and safe community where
everyone feels supported

providing counselling, outreach
and peer support services and
ways to improve system navigation
for individuals struggling
with mental health
and/or addictions
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ISOLATED

SENIORS

Help connect isolated
seniors to healthy meals
and companionship

Many seniors on Southern Vancouver Island experience extreme loneliness and isolation,
malnutrition or food insecurity, mobility issues and limited income that greatly impacts their
physical, mental and emotional well-being.
Greater Victoria has one of the country’s highest proportions of seniors over the age of 65, or
approximately 18% of its population. Roughly 50% of seniors over the age of 80 report feeling
lonely; men over the age of 80 have the highest suicide rate of all age groups.
From this already worrying baseline, COVID-19 continues to compound these issues. After months
of isolation, more than ever, seniors are facing acute stress and anxiety, increased isolation, and
experiencing more challenges accessing healthy food and meals.
In May 2020, soon after COVID-19 hit our community, UWSVI led the charge to convene a core
group of seniors’ services agencies to collaborate and present a coordinated meal delivery
service for isolated seniors throughout the CRD and the southern Gulf Islands.
After one full year, we are proud to share that our More than Meals program has grown from
200 meals a week before our active leadership and involvement to 1,200 meals a week. Not only
that, our valued volunteers, who deliver the meals and provide socially distanced social visits has
expanded in numbers from 10 to 100.
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The success of the program is attributed to our existing work in the seniors sector which focuses
specifically on vulnerable and isolated seniors. We have been able to expand the geographical
reach of the program after only one year, supporting 13 municipalities and two Gulf Islands.
Since the start of the pandemic, all services and meals have been provided at no charge in order
to ensure those with low incomes can access what they need without barriers. Now that we are in
another phase of COVID-19, meal costs will be determined on a sliding scale based upon
individual income status.
As we build a long-term sustainability plan with our partners, the need for for financial support
continues in order to maintain this service for local seniors. Our goal is $500,000 for each year for
the next two years.

No senior should worry about their next meal.
Your gift will:

$5,000

$10,000

Provide 400 meals
& companionship
to 35 seniors
across the CRD

$25,000

Provide 800 meals &
companionship
to 70 seniors
across the CRD

Provide 2,000 meals
& companionship
to 170 seniors
across the CRD
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY
& INCLUSION

Help create a
welcoming, inclusive
and equitable
community for all

UWSVI believes that diversity, equity and inclusion are at the heart of a healthy and vibrant
community. Our vision is that people of all backgrounds, races, abilities, and orientations can
share their voices and build one another up, working through past traumas, and crafting a
brighter future together.
Statistics show that people of colour, Indigenous people, immigrants and refugees, the
LGBTQIA2S+ community, and people with disabilities are more likely than the general population
to feel the effects of discrimination and often feel like their voice is less amplified in
the community.
When people feel excluded or face discrimination or racism, they are more at risk of becoming
socially isolated, slipping into poverty, facing mental health challenges, and having their quality of
life diminished.
Eighteen percent of residents in the CRD and 27% of residents in BC are immigrants.
Province-wide, people with a disability are employed at a rate of 48% compared to 70% for those
without a disability. One in 4 queer and transgender youth in BC are forced out of their homes due
to severe family conflict.
To create a community where everyone can fully participate and have an equal opportunity
to succeed, we need to address the historical roots of racism and discrimination that impact
racialized and religious minority communities, including systemic and institutional racism that
exists in many workplaces.
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In partnership with the Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria, UWSVI is funding Tools for
Equity, a new diversity, equity and inclusion training program for businesses and organizations to
provide the tools and information to help build a vibrant and safe community. One module is a
bystander program that will encourage citizens to speak up against injustices and how to go
about it in a safe manner.
Since 2013, UWSVI has been a funder, active member and advocate of ICA’s Community
Partnership Network (CPN). The CPN is a network of more than 300 member agencies, businesses
and institutions working to develop their organizational capacity to welcome diversity, enhance
inclusivity and address systemic racism and discrimination.
The Tools of Equity program will be built as a social enterprise, exploring models to ensure
sustainability of this initiative. Our goal is to raise $100,000 per year for two years.

Everyone should feel welcome and safe in our
community, no matter who we are or where
we come from. Your gift will:

$5,000

$10,000
Develop and deliver
a half-day summit on
addressing racism and hate
crimes in our community
involving 100 organizations
and community agencies

Develop and deliver a 2 hour
cross cultural learning workshop
impacting 60 organizations

$25,000
Develop and deliver 20 three-hour
training workshops to Community
Partnership Network member
organizations on bystander training to
respond to discrimination impacting
200 organizations and 2,000 individuals
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families
IN NEED

Strengthen local neighbourhood
resources for families

Families come in many forms. UWSVI believes that stable, healthy and supported families are the
heart of a thriving community. In order for children to grow up with the life skills they need to
succeed, it is essential that they have loving adult role models and a network of care from
childhood to adulthood. As well, parents often need a helping hand along the way to provide the
best environment possible for their children.
Did you know that in Greater Victoria, 15% of Victoria families with children live in poverty? For
single-parent families, it’s even higher with nearly 1 in 3 of them living with a significantly low
income. Victoria’s high cost of living means that many low-income parents must work more than one
job to make ends meet and often do not have the time they would like to invest in their children’s
lives and education.
United Way Southern Vancouver Island is investing in programs and services across the CRD to help
alleviate the pressure on families in need. This year, we are focused on:
• Ensuring pre- and post-natal support programs are available for parents to give their
child the very best start
• Providing healthy foods to help families become food secure
• Making family counselling and outreach available for those who need it
• Solidifying funding for youth mental health and leadership programs
• Investing in preschool and childcare programs to optimize the early years and
overcome the socio-economic inequities that might be impacting families
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United Way is partnering with the Coalition of Neighbourhood Houses Capital Region to boost the
well-being of families and children. In southern Vancouver Island, there are 10 Neighbourhood
Houses serving people in Quadra Village, Burnside Gorge, Fernwood, Oaklands, James Bay,
Esquimalt, Fairfield Gonzales, Saanich, Sidney and Sooke.
What makes Neighbourhood Houses unique is each one has expertise that aligns with the specific
needs of their immediate community. They are a frontline, compassionate presence attuned to the
needs of the families they serve, with the capability to design programs and services tailored to
make the most significant impact.
For more than 30 years, UWSVI has been more than a funder to the member agencies of the
Coalition of Neighbourhood Houses. Our community impact team has been an educator,
collaborator and advocate. We have been instrumental in strengthening their organizational
capacity by providing staff training opportunities, helping with strategic planning during transitions,
and connecting them to other funders or partnerships to expand their reach and impact.
Victoria’s unemployment rate has jumped from 3.5% to 6.2% during the pandemic. Loss of
employment, financial instability, housing and food insecurity are weighing deeply on the minds of
many of our families.
Our goal is to raise $400,000 to support the members of the Coalition of Neighbourhood Houses.

No family should be left behind. Your gift will:

$5,000
Help double the number of
anxiety management
and mindfulness group
sessions designed for
teens offered in Sooke

$25,000

$10,000
Purchase 12 laptops to provide a higher
level of service, flexibility and one-on-one
training to vulnerable families and/or
traumatized youth living in the
Burnside/Gorge neighbourhood

Provide much-needed kitchen upgrades
and food storage equipment to enhance
the Coalition of Neighbourhood Houses’
expanding food security programming for
children, youth and families
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MENTAL HEALTH
& ADDICTIONS

Help heal hearts and
minds through the
Blue Love Campaign
for Mental Health

Prior to the pandemic, one in four people on Vancouver Island had mental health challenges.
COVID-19 has exacerbated existing conditions for some and triggered new ones for others.
As we enter our second year of the pandemic, many adults, youth and children are suffering with
anxiety, stress, fear, isolation and depression. Half of Vancouver Islanders report worsening mental
health due to COVID-19.
Through United Way’s work in the community as a convener and leader of social change, we are
acutely aware that COVID-19 has increased the demand on mental health services by up to 50%.
The need for counselling, outreach and peer support services will continue to grow as we live
through this pandemic and its aftermath.
United Way’s Blue Love Campaign for Mental Health will help fill those gaps in services. No
person should have to wait for help in a time of crisis.
Our goal is to raise $1 Million by the end of December 2021 to fund counselling, peer support and
outreach services across southern Vancouver Island as well as to raise awareness of mental
health. We will work together with the mental health sector to find ways to improve access,
increase efficiency of services and reduce wait times for individuals struggling with mental
health challenges.
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By raising funds for the sector, our valuable frontline agencies can focus on meeting the increased
demand for services and reducing barriers for people seeking mental health support.
UWSVI invites major gift donors to join our Blue Love Club Matching Program. We are looking to
secure $500,000 to provide as a match to workplace donors and the general public during our fall
phase of our fundraising campaign. It is our hope this will motivate giving to ensure we meet the
$1 Million goal.

Not all hearts are red. Some are black and blue but
can be made better because of people like you.
Your gift will:

$5,000
Provide one ten-week group
counselling series for parents of
children who have experienced or
witnessed abuse in their home

$25,000

$10,000
Support the development
of a volunteer peer support
training program so that clients
of a mens’ therapy group can
access no-cost peer support

Provide 7,000 staff hours in a youth crisis centre
to respond to 2,250 calls, text messages, email,
webchats from vulnerable youth and to facilitate
50 outreach suicide prevention workshops in high
schools reaching approx. 300 youth, and
300 teachers and parents
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United, with your support, we can respond to our community’s
most pressing needs, align resources and collaborate with key
stakeholders as we rebuild and recover from COVID. Together,
let’s improve the lives of our neighbours who need it most on
Southern Vancouver Island.
Please show your local love by giving generously today!
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